Random number (bit) generators are crucial to secure communications, data transfer and storage, and electronic transactions, to carry out stochastic simulations and to many other applications. As software generated random sequences are not truly random, fast entropy sources such as quantum systems or classically chaotic systems can be viable alternatives provided they generate high-quality random sequences sufficiently fast. The discovery of spontaneous chaos in semiconductor superlattices at room temperature has produced a valuable nanotechnology option. Here we explain a mathematical model to describe spontaneous chaos in semiconductor superlattices at room temperature, solve it numerically to reveal the origin and characteristics of chaotic oscillations, and discuss the limitations of the model in view of known experiments. We also explain how to extract verified random bits from the analog chaotic signal produced by the superlattice.
Background
Generation of random numbers at high speed is at the core of many activities of economic importance. Online gambling, finance, computer telecommunications, online commerce and data encryption systems, [-], stochastic modeling [] , and Monte Carlo simulations [] among many others, rely on fast random number generators (RNGs). We also talk about random bit generators (RBGs) when emphasizing that binary numbers are produced. Usually, these generators are based on numerical algorithms that produce seemingly unpredictable number sequences. The generator is a function whose input is a short random seed, and whose output is a long stream which is indistinguishable from truly random bits. Such numerical strings yield the keys for secure storage and transmission of data. This conventional approach is cheap and fast, as it is limited only by the processor speed. However, the number sequences thus produced are only pseudorandom, as two identical programs that begin at the same state will produce the same sequence. Then vulnerability in the pseudorandom number generator (PRNG) may follow, as it famously was the case for Microsoft Windows operating system secure encryption several years ago [] .
To get cryptographically secure PRNGs, it is convenient to have generated truly random numbers that may be obtained ideally from inherently random or unpredictable processes. Deterministic processes that are difficult to predict have been used in gambling since antiquity. For instance, the mechanics of coin tossing shows that small uncertainties in the initial condition ensure equal probability of heads and tails provided some parameter (e.g., initial velocity) is large enough [, ] . Similar analyses apply to the case of rolling dice, card shuffling or spinning a roulette wheel. An obvious drawback of these mechanical methods is that they are too slow for practical use. Other physical sources of entropy are too sensitive to external influences and lack robustness, for example, thermal noise or electrical noise in diodes and resistors. These physical processes yield a low analog signal and are easily affected by disturbances including temperature fluctuations. More robust systems are based on quantum mechanical uncertainty, e.g., on whether a photon is detected, but they are limited to relatively low rates of number generation (tens of Mb/s) [, ] . Recently, fast generation of truly random numbers (tens or hundreds of Gb/s) has been achieved using chaotic semiconductor lasers [-] and superlattices [] . In both cases, quantum fluctuations are amplified by chaotic dynamics to a macroscopic fluctuating signal. This signal can be detected by using conventional electronics that is much faster than optical photon counting detectors. While semiconductor lasers require a mixture of optical and electronic components, semiconductor superlattices are all electronic submicron devices that can be integrated in more complex circuits. As of now, these two types of devices have been shown to reliably produce truly random sequences of numbers at fast rates in laboratory experiments. If they show to be scalable, these devices could be vastly useful, as the performance and reliability of our digital networked society relies on the ability to generate fast and cheaply large quantities of random numbers.
In this paper, we comment the possible use of spontaneously chaotic semiconductor superlattices (SLs) as true random number generators. In Section , we discuss the mathematical model for a single SL under voltage bias. The model consists of a number of coupled stochastic differential equations together with algebraic boundary and voltage bias conditions. In Section ., numerical solutions of the model equations show that the thermal and shot noises existing in the SL enhance stable spontaneous chaos in voltage intervals where the corresponding deterministic model exhibits chaos. The noises also induce chaos in nearby voltage intervals where the deterministic system had periodic oscillations. We also discuss the relation of our results to experiments and which features of the model need to be revised in order to optimize the chaotic oscillations. In Section . and following Ref.
[], we explain how to obtain a high-speed true random bit generator by processing the chaotic current oscillations provided by the device. Section  summarizes our findings and perspectives for fast random bit generators based on semiconductor superlattices. Two Appendices provide details on the derivation of the model equations.
Mathematical model and methods for a single superlattice
SLs are artificial crystals whose periods comprise two very wide layers of different semiconductors having similar lattice constants. For example, one period may consist of a few monolayers of gallium arsenide (GaAs) and a few monolayers of aluminum gallium arsenide (AlGaAs), as in Figures (a) and (b). Since the two semiconductors have different bandgaps, an electron moving in the SL growth direction at zero applied electric field sees the potential energy profile of each period, of length l, as a well, of width d W , followed by a barrier, of width
Solving the Schrödinger equation for a onedimensional periodic potential with rectangular barriers and wells produces a continuum spectrum formed by a succession of minibands and minigaps. The miniband width depends on the electron wavenumber times the barrier width: as this product increases, the miniband width strongly decreases [] . In the limit of infinite wavenumber times width, the miniband widths vanish and the spectrum corresponds to that of an isolated quantum well (QW). Superlattices with wide (narrow) minibands are said to be strongly (weakly) coupled [] . Superlattice layered materials are now routinely grown by molecular beam epitaxy as wafers that are then processed into a number of cylindrical mesas of very large circular or square section ( to  microns are the typical radii or sides). Contact regions are attached to the ends of the SL that are then integrated in a circuit, as sketched in Figure  (a).
SLs were proposed in  by Esaki and Tsu to develop a device that exhibits Bloch oscillations [] . Although such oscillations were observed in experiments years later [] , no practical device using them has been so far developed. Instead, SLs have been used to build gigahertz oscillators for communications purposes, detectors for terahertz signals or infrared radiation and quantum-cascade lasers commercially used for a variety of purposes, such as environmental sensing and pollution controlling, industrial processes control (e.g., combustion control, converter diagnosis, collision avoiding radar in automotive industry), medical applications (breath analysis, early detection of ulcers), etc. [] . In , experiments demonstrated the existence of spontaneously chaotic oscillations of the current through a SL at room temperature under voltage bias, as in the sketch of Modeling electron transport in a SL is a bit more complicated than modeling mass transport in a fluid. One first thought could be following the route from Boltzmann equation to Navier-Stokes equations, as done in the kinetic theory of gases [] , and advocated in the mathematical literature on semiconductors [, ] . This has achieved some success in the case of strongly coupled SLs [, ], but none so far for weakly coupled SLs, as those displaying spontaneous chaos in experiments [, ]. The main reason for this failure is that Boltzmann-type equations for SLs are based on electrons populating minibands at zero electric field, and such a picture is far from reality in the presence of electric fields that are sufficiently strong: eFl > , where -e <  is the electron charge, -F the electric field, l the SL period and is the miniband width [].
Model
For chaotic phenomena in weakly coupled SLs, eFl, and different modeling is called for. One key observation is that the miniband widths are small compared with the broadening of the energy levels due to scattering, /τ sc , and to the typical values of the electrostatic energy per SL period, eFl. Thus, the escape time from a QW τ esc ∼ l/v M ∼ / (v M and F M are typical electron velocities and electric fields during oscillations) is much larger than the scattering time, τ sc . This implies that the electron distribution in the wells is in local equilibrium [] . Moreover, the dielectric relaxation time
(ε is the SL dielectric constant, N D is the two-dimensional (D) doping density, and N is of the order of the number of SL periods), in which the current density across the SL reacts to sudden changes in the electric field profile, is typically larger than the escape time. Therefore, we can assume that the tunnelling current density between quantum wells is stationary on the longer time scale of the dielectric relaxation time [] . A minimal theory of charge transport in weakly coupled SLs should therefore specify (i) which slowly varying magnitudes characterize the local equilibrium distribution function in the wells (at least the electric field and the electrochemical potential or the electron density), (ii) the equations relating these magnitudes (e.g. the charge continuity and the Poisson equation) and (iii) how to close these equations by calculating the necessary relations between magnitudes (e.g. the stationary tunnelling current between adjacent wells). In our simulations, we have added intrinsic noise to the usual sequential tunneling model of electron transport in a weakly coupled n-doped SL [, , ]
Here i = , . . . , N (N =  is the number of SL periods [] ) and the Ito stochastic differential equations () are current balance (Ampère) equations. Together with the Poisson equation (), they ensure charge continuity, as time differentiation of () and use of () yield
The D electron density n i is given by the Poisson equation (), in which the equivalent D doping density due to the doping of the central part of the QW is
are the tunneling current density from well i to well i + , the corresponding zero-mean fluctuating current density, and the total current density, respectively. The tunneling current density in Eq. () from well i to i +  depends on the electric field F i in well i and the D electron densities in the corresponding wells, n i and n i+ , according to In this paper, we have used eV B =  meV. Also m * = (. + .x)m e = .m e (for
 , k B , and T, are the effective electron mass, the electron mass in vacuum, the (Al, Ga)As barrier thickness, the GaAs well thickness, the SL period, the SL permittivity, the barrier permittivity, the well permittivity, the dielectric constant of the vacuum, the Boltzmann constant, and the lattice temperature, respectively.
The coefficients of the independent identically distributed Brownian motions dW i in () represent the correlations of internal noise due to shot and thermal noise [] . Shot noise in SLs has been considered in Ref.
[] for a somewhat simpler discrete transport model and in Ref. [] for the discrete transport model we solve in this paper. We also consider current fluctuations associated to dissipation due to electron diffusion and model them by 
in which A = s  is the SL cross section of a square mesa with side s =  μm. The current density at the contacts and the voltage bias condition are
Here 
Methods
We have solved the stochastic model given by Eqs. room temperature, wave fronts are not sharp, and spontaneous chaos arises due to other reasons, as explained in Ref.
[] and in what follows.
.. Internal noise induces and enhances chaos
We have found self-sustained oscillations in two voltage intervals that appear as plateaus in the SL current-voltage characteristics, for V < (E C -E C )/e and for V > (E C -E C )/e. At the left end of both intervals, small-amplitude current oscillations appear as supercritical Hopf bifurcations from the stationary state. They are caused by the repeated creation of field pulses that dissolve before arriving at the collector. The range of voltages for which this behavior is observed is much narrower on the first voltage interval than on the second one. On both voltage intervals, oscillations die via supercritical Hopf bifurcations. The reverse tunneling current J -i→i+ given by () is much larger for the smaller fields at the first voltage plateau than for the larger fields at the second plateau. The internal noise is correspondingly larger compared with the mean current at the first plateau. Spontaneous chaotic oscillations in the first voltage interval were discussed in Ref.
[]. Here we shall present similar results obtained for voltages on the second plateau.
In the second voltage interval, small-amplitude current oscillations appear as a supercritical Hopf bifurcation from the stationary state. These oscillations correspond to the periodic creation of field pulses (charge dipoles) that die before arriving at the collector. An abrupt drop of the mean current in Figure  (a) and a transition to an oscillation of richer harmonic content in the spectrum of Figure  (b) mark the voltage beyond which the field pulses move throughout the whole SL as in Figure (c) , and produce a large-amplitude current oscillation. The extra frequency appearing at the transition in Figure (b) suggests that the first oscillation becomes unstable because two complex conjugate Floquet multipliers thereof leave the unit circle, which would suggest a scenario of a direct route from a two-frequency quasiperiodic attractor to chaos [] . That two oscillatory modes are present in the observed spontaneous chaotic oscillations is commented in Ref.
[], whose authors identify them as the dipole motion mode and the well-to-well hopping mode. In our simulations, they should correspond to the fully developed dipole motion Figure (a) shows that the LLE is positive in a narrow voltage interval of the deterministic system. Internal noise both widens this interval and increases the LLE. At voltage values for which the LLE is positive for the stochastic system but not for the deterministic system, noise induces chaos. At voltages for which the deterministic system has a positive LLE, noise enhances chaos, something already demonstrated for simple dynamical systems [, ] . This picture is confirmed by examining the chaotic attractor. At the voltage marked in Figure (a) corresponding to the maximum value of the LLE, the fluctuations create a mussel-shaped multifractal chaotic attractor out of the above mentioned small and large amplitude oscillatory modes, as shown in Figure (d) . The current trace shows several irregularly separated large spikes whereas many small spikes occur between two large ones. The large spikes indicate nucleation of a new dipole at the injector whereas small current spikes (between two large ones) mark the well-to-well advance of the charge accumulation layer at the back of a dipole. Then the number of small spikes in Figure (a) and the density plot in Figure (b) show that shorter time separations between two large spikes correspond to the formation of a dipole that dissolves before reaching the collector. Longer separations between consecutive large spikes correspond to a dipole that reaches the collector, as in Figure (c) . Thus, two different oscillation modes are observable in the chaotic attractor: injector-to-collector dipole motion and dipole motion from injector to premature annihilation inside the SL. The latter corresponds to the well-to-well hopping mode postulated in Ref. [] . The inter-spike intervals are similar but never repeat themselves and tend to produce a mussel-shaped attractor in the phase plane of the field at two adjacent wells as depicted in Figure (d) . Noise increases the multifractal dimension D q of the deterministic attractor as shown in Figure (e) . In Figure (a) , the mean oscillation amplitude (understood as difference between the peak and the valley currents) is ∼ mA, the mean interspike interval is ∼. ns, and there are  large peaks in a  ns time interval. Our values are quite close to those observed in the experiments, ∼ mA mean oscillation amplitude and ∼. ns mean interspike interval, with  large spikes in a  ns interval [] . What is the role of fluctuations in the creation of spontaneous chaos? Without noise, the LLE reaches a maximum value of . in a narrow voltage interval, whereas the fluctuations widen this interval and enhance the LLE up to .. The internal noise due to fluctuations of the current enhances spontaneous chaos, increases its fractal dimension and induces chaos in voltage regions adjacent to those of purely deterministic chaos. Voltage fluctuations widen the voltage interval of spontaneous chaos. 
.. Comparison with experiments

Random Bit Generation from chaotic oscillations
There are a number of ways to obtain a RBG out of a chaotic signal. In this section, we will explain the methods used by Li et al. [] , using one of the figures they extracted from experimental measurements.
Figure (a) shows a  ns trace of experimentally observed chaotic oscillations, digitized (with an -bit resolution) at  GHz (blue line) and . GHz (red circles). As in Figure (a) , the signal has large peaks, corresponding to pulse generation, and smaller spikes that mark the advance of a pulse toward the collector and may be quite influenced by random noise. At . GHz sampling rate, a significant number of the sampling measurements occur between large peaks, resulting in degraded randomness of the generated bit sequence. To overcome this limitation, we may calculate a high order derivative to mix data sampled in a window between large peaks with nearby random spikes. For the case of a . GHz sampling rate, the th discrete derivative mixes data from  consecutive measurements which are separated by = . ns, at times t, t -, t - , t - , and t - . Hence, each derived data point used for the generation of the random bit sequence mixes  ns of information, which is close to the average period of the oscillation ( ns), as indicated in Figure (a) . Thus this time window includes, with a high probability, combined data taken from a chaotic current peak and the interval between large peaks. Figure (b) shows the st and th derivatives of the signal in Figure (a) , sampled at . GHz. Whereas for the st derivative many points have values near zero, the th derivative values fluctuate at all time scales and it has a number of peaks comparable to the number of large peaks in Figure (a) .
The generation of the random bit stream from the chaotic consists of the following two steps. First, we calculate the nth derivative using n +  successive values of the recorded signal. Second, we append the m least significant bits (LSBs) of the results of the nth derivative to the bit sequence. Recall that the LSBs are the most sensitive to small fluctuations. Using n =  and retaining m =  LSBs out of  bits, truly random bits are generated at . Gbit/s using a sampling rate of . GHz [] . For higher sampling rates, larger values of n are needed to achieve verified randomness using the NIST statistical test suite [] . Then a more efficient method is to use a linear combination of chaotic signals to fill the time interval between large peaks. These signals may come from different SLs or from far segments of the recorded chaotic signal of a single SL, as in [] . In the latter case, the chaotic nature of the signal ensures lack of correlation between the segments thereof. To minimize the possible emergence of bias in the combined analog signals, each pair of signals is combined by subtraction [] . Figure  
Conclusions
The discovery of fast spontaneous chaotic oscillations of the current through semiconductor superlattices at room temperature brings to light their possible applications as true random bit generators [] . Fast true random bit generators coming from tiny submicron all-electronic devices could be invaluable in secure communications and data storage. In this paper, we have discussed a mathematical model to describe spontaneous chaos in idealized superlattices with identical wells and barriers. Our numerical simulations show that spontaneous chaos possibly may appear directly from a two-frequency quasiperiodic attractor. We have also shown that the unavoidable shot and thermal noises existing in the nanostructure both enhance existing deterministic chaos (increasing its fractal dimension and largest Lyapunov exponent) and induce chaos in nearby voltage intervals. We have discussed that the differences between numerical and experimental results may be due to imperfections in the doping density, the gallium content in the barriers, and the size thereof. A better model needs to be developed to discuss the imperfections and their effect in the chaotic oscillations: ideally we could tune chaos via the introduction of controlled imperfections. We also explain how to extract verified random bit generators from a chaotic signal by digitalization and extraction of least significant bits from high order numerical derivatives, or by combining several chaotic signals coming either several superlattices or from far apart segments of the same long chaotic signal.
The change of the electron operator number at the ith well,
c ik i , is related to the tunneling current operatorĴ i→i+ by
In the interaction representation, we have H T (t) = e iHt/ H T e -iHt/ andĴ i→i+ (t) = e iHt/ ×
J i→i+ e -iHt/ and the average tunneling current density satisfies the Kubo formula []
Here the average is over the thermodynamic local equilibria at the QWs i and i + . A straightforward lengthy evaluation yields
where n F (x) = /( + e x/k B T ) is the Fermi distribution function. Here the overall energy at the jth QW is
, in which is the energy at the well, and k ⊥ comprises the components of the wave vector that are orthogonal to the SL growth direction. The matrix element: 
where the transmission coefficient through a thick barrier is
In (A.) and (A.), we have used the definitions
We now transform the sums in (A.) to integrals over the energies E jk j = + E ⊥ using a broadened spectral density to account for scattering. If the latter depends only on , we obtain
Here the broadened spectral function is
where γ ν = /τ sc , with τ sc being the lifetime associated to the dominant scattering processes (interface roughness, impurity scattering, phonon scattering, etc.). The relation between the local Fermi energy and the electron density at the ith well is obtained from
Integrating now (A.) over E ⊥ , we obtain 
respectively. W i is given by (A.). The integrations now go from =  to infinity. Notice that Cj is independent of the well index i provided we assume that the energy level drops half the potential drop for the whole well eV w i with respect to its position in the absence of bias. Equation 
